
D6 Blue D6 Brass D6 Silver D6 Gold D6 Bronze D6 Steel 
1 Nothing 1-2 Nothing 1-3 Nothing 1 Nothing 1-2 Nothing 1-3 Nothing 
2-3 -1 kinetic blip 3 +1 kinetic blip 4 +2 kinetic blip 2-3 -1 kinetic blip 3 +1 kinetic blip 4 +2 kinetic blip 
4-6 +2 kinetic blip 4-6 +3 kinetic blip 5-6 +5 kinetic blip 4-6 +2 kinetic blip 4-6 +3 kinetic blip 5-6 +5 kinetic blip 

+1 to Owner’s  
Clicker Attacks -1 to Search Rolls Move an extra Clicker on 

this Gear Core 
-1 to Owner’s  

Clicker Attacks +1 to Search Rolls Move an extra Clicker 
on this Gear Core 

GEAR WARS v1.5 
 

ITEMS REQUIRED 
4 Gears Cores to make the board (provided) 
6  Track markers (3 for each player in a dis nc ve color - not provided) 
20Clicker markers  (10 for each player in a dis nc ve color - not provided) 
2 Six sided dice (not provided) 
OBJECTIVE 
To control 3 Gear Cores. 
SETUP 
Place the four Gear cores so that they match the diagram in Figure 1.    
Players place a marker on the first Blip of the Gear Track of their Gear Core 
Players place a Clicker on the center Speedy Cog 
PLAY 
Each player takes it in turns to move, search and a ack with his Clickers 

The Turn 
Ini a on 
Make sure the number of Clickers on the board match the number of Green blips you have passed  
on your Gear Core (or Gear Cores).  If there are too many Clickers, remove one of your choice. 
If there are not enough Clickers on the board, add the missing ones to any of your Speedy Cogs.  
Movement 
You can move up to 2 Clickers per turn for each Gear Core you own. A Clicker can move clockwise from one Outer Tooth to another. It can also move from an Outer Tooth to the Speedy Cog . It can move 
from the Speedy Cog to any outer tooth. It can also move from a neighboring outer tooth to a Control Cog or a Control Gog to an Outer Tooth. 
You can only cross to another Gear’s teeth if the colors of the teeth match. 
You can only have one Clicker per tooth or control cog unless you are a acking an opponent’s Clicker.  You can have mul ple Clickers on your central Speedy Cog and they can be from both Players. 
When moving onto an unoccupied colored tooth, roll on the matching resource table  to get a result. The result is applied immediately.  
Kine c Blips 
Move your Gear track marker to show how many kine c blips you have. For every five blips you gain an extra Clicker for next turn. if you are on the blips in between then you receive energy bonuses to your 
Clickers a acks. If you lose enough Kine c blips in your turn to lose a Clicker, it doesn’t get removed un l the start of your next turn. 
Rota on 
If you find 2 Kine c blips or more, you may choose to use them immediately to rotate the Gear Core clockwise or an clockwise one face, instead of advancing two blips on the Gear Track. All Clickers and 
markers maintain their posi ons when a gear rotates. You can also use 4 blips to rotate two faces or 3 blips to rotate a face and add one blip to the Gear Track. 
When teeth with matching colors line up on two Gear Cores, then they interact with each other diver ng power and causing special rules to apply to the events on the Gear Cores.  
These rules are found at the bo om of the table and must be applied immediately. 
Clicker A ack 
You cannot A ack Clickers on a Speedy Cog. It is travelling so fast, the Clickers are concentra ng on holding on to reach their next des na on. Whenever a Clicker Moves onto an Outer Tooth or  Control Cog 
then an a ack occurs. Each player rolls a D6 and adds any bonuses from their Gear Cores or the linked segment abili es if the combat occurs on an owned core. The player with the higher score wins. The 
losing player must remove his Clicker and reduce his Hex Core marker by –5.  If the a acker wins he may explore the tooth.  
Claiming Gear Cores 
To claim a neutral Gear Core that isn’t owned by the other player you need to have Clickers occupying three opposing corner gears. 
To claim an  owned Gear Core you need to have clickers occupying all six corner gears. Remove your Opponent’s Marker. At the start of his turn he will have to remove any excess Clickers . 
Once claimed place a marker on the first square of the Gear Track and a Clicker on the Speedy Cog. The Gear Core belongs to you and can only be taken from you if another player succeeds in claiming the 
Gear Core.  Losing  kine c blips  will not reduce you below the first square on a claimed Gear Core (or lose your last Clicker for that Gear Core). You must reach the final posi on of any exis ng  Gear Tracks 
before advancing the marker on another Gear Track.  You must fill one Gear Track completely before you can start moving the track on another Gear Core. 
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Player 1                         Player 2 

Gear Cores Are made up of  the main Power Gear which travels slowly and creates kine c 
energy for the Core. Clickers can search the teeth clockwise and use the energy they find 
to perform tasks, depending on the structure of the teeth.  
The Speedy Cog is a central gear that spins really fast. The Clickers can hitch a ride and go 
to any tooth.  
The Control Cogs must be aligned correctly to give power to another Gear Core. Only 
three  opposing cogs need to be changed when the Gear core is in a neutral posi on. 
However, if changing owners then all six control gears must be configured. 
The Gear Track  shows how much energy and clickers a Gear Core has. Once a Gear Track 
is full you need another Gear core to store any extra energy.  Having three Gear Cores 
will make all your Clickers very happy and content. 
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3 Player Tiles 


